Flow cytometry and the stability of phycoerythrin-tandem dye conjugates.
Routine clinical flow cytometric procedures demand rigorous, simple, and reproducible procedures for spectral compensation. The current, often laborious, spectral compensation procedures are the result of variability in instrument settings, instrument performance, and variability in reagents. In particular, the use of tandem dye conjugates necessitates elaborate spectral compensation procedures that need to be applied frequently. Manufacturer, lot number, and handling procedures are considered the key aspects affecting the fluorescence characteristics of tandem dyes. A better understanding of how specific conditions affect the variability in emission spectra of tandem dyes can lead to a considerable increase in reliability of measurements and a potential simplification of setup procedures for routine, clinical flow cytometry. We investigated the effect of light exposure, handling, and storage conditions on the fluorescence characteristics of some common phycoerythrin tandem fluorochromes. In general, PE-Cy5 showed the lowest degradation rates, whereas PE-Cy7 showed the highest. During storage, long-term degradation rates were lowest for reagents packaged using an extra light protective approach. Under these conditions, a degradation rate of 0.9%/month of a PE-Cy7 conjugate decreased to 0.3%/month. As degradation rates were minimized, we studied the effect of slow degradation of a set of tandem dye conjugates on compensation matrix values over several months. Finally, we explored the effect of slow degradation on flow cytometric analysis using the same compensation settings for extended periods for an analysis template with preset regions and gating strategies.